Larry Bagalini of Star*Link-FliteTech models has announced an installation kit designed to add a counter to your Rees Industries Scale Winder. The kit consists of a 4 digit display unit and a contactless magnetic pickup. A few simple steps of disassembly, drilling a pilot hole, cutting a clearance groove, and installation of the sensor pickup allows easy reassembly.

The counter has large 1/2 inch digits and is LCD allowing easy viewing in sun light. Powered by internal Lithium coin cells, it features a sleep mode insuring long battery life. The counter accepts a moderately high rate of input and accurately counts the 10 to 1 inputs of the Scale Winder.

Detail of modifications required.

Pictures of the installed counter.

Contact Larry at Star*Link-FliteTech Models 760.788.1858 or starlink_flitetech@yahoo.com for more information.